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A still from the iconic music video, Zombie

LIMERICK group The Cranberries are set to become the Hrst Irish band to generate a

billion views of a music video on YouTube.

The video of the band’s global 1994 hit single Zombie looks on course to hit the

landmark Hgure in a matter of weeks.

As of this Thursday it had generated in excess of 999 million views (999, 274,134 to be

exact) on the video streaming platform. 

The video was Hrst uploaded to YouTube on June 16, 2009.

The band will take their place beside an elite group of less than a handful of iconic rock

bands to achieve the one billion views milestone with songs recorded in the 20th

Century. The others come courtesy of Queen with Bohemian Rhapsody, Nirvana’s Smells

like Teen Spirit, A-Ha’s video for Take On Me, and Guns N’ Roses epic ‘90s power ballad

November Rain and their classic hit Sweet Child O’ Mine.

A campaign has now been started with Cranberries fans urging radio stations in Ireland

to play Zombie at the same time on the day it crosses over one billion views as a tribute

to the late Dolores O’Riordan and the band.
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If you wish, you can contact us using any of the methods below.
29 Glentworth Street, Limerick
Ireland 
Email: news@limerickleader.ie 
Telephone: 061 214500

This website and its associated sites are full participating members of the Press Council of Ireland and supports the Oece of the Press Ombudsman. This scheme in addition to defending the

freedom of the press, offers readers a quick, fair and free method of dealing with complaints that they may have in relation to articles that appear on our pages. To contact the Oece of the Press

Ombudsman go to 

www.pressombudsman.ie or www.presscouncil.ie 
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